The a mplit ude-proba bility d istr ibut ion func t ion of atmosp heric radio noise can be predi cted with rea so na ble accuracy for a give n ba ndwid t h us ing on ly t he first two momen ts of the noi se meas ured at t hat bandwid t h. Thi s pa pcr prese nts a method for predictin g t hi s di stribu t ion func t ion for any s pecifi ed ba nd wid t h from t he m ome nts of t he noi se meas ured at a pa rti cul a r ba ndwid t h.
Introduction
Atmospll eri c radio noise is often the limi ting factor in radio communications at frequen cies up to about 30 Mc/s. In the design of communications circuits, it is necessary to know the detailed statistical characteristics of interfering noise in order to calculate the channel capacity or error rate for a noisy channel.
The cumulative amplitude-probability distribution (APD) has been found to be a useful tool in such analyses [Montgomery, 1954; Watt, et a1., ] 958 ; Crichlow and Disney, to be published].
Atmosph eric radio noise is a nonstationary random process whose characteristics change not only with tim e but also with bandwidth. Th e APD is usually measured as it time sequen ce of several simultaneous levels, ~tJld the necessarily long integmtion tin'les mn,ke difficult the obLaining of ~1, continuous cmve. The need to overcome th is difficulty has led to th e develop men t of a method o( predicting the APD from the three statistical mom ents o( atmospheric radio noise measured by the ARN-2 noise recorder of the National Bureau of Standards [Crichlow et aI. , 1960a; Crichlow et 11,1., 1960b ; Fulton, 1961] . These moments are measured on a worldwide basis [Crichlow, 1957] , and the data 1'rom these measurements are summariz ed and published quarterly Jenkins, 1957-1961] .
The three moments ar e measured for a power bandwidth of about 200 cis, so the APD derived from them is valid only for this bandwidth. For this reason, a method for converting the APD of atmospheric radio noise at a 200 cis bandwidth to a range of other bandwidths was developed.
. Parameter Definitions and Basic Assumptions
It has been shown that the distribution Junction for atmospheri c radio noise can be determin ed from its following three statistical moments et aI. , 1960a]: rm s voltage: l'rms ~t\Tenl,ge vol t,age : Vav • =(f;~ f~~ v 2 dp (j, t) } /2 f ~~ J~: vdp (j, t) log of the voltage: log V 10g f ~: J ~~ log vdp (j, t ) where v is 1/-/2 times th e instantaneous envelope voltage, p is the probability of v b ein g exceeded, .f2-.iI = b is the ba ndwidth, and t2 -t1 is the time intenT al of measurement .
The three moments as measured are expre ed, respectively as: Fa = the effective noise figure = the external noise power available (rom an equi valen t , short, lossless, vertical an ten na in decibels above ktb (the thermal noise power in a passive resistan ce at room temperature, t, in a bandwidth, b; where k is Boltzmans' constant). V d=vav e in decibels below vrms. L d=v ,og in decibles below vrms. Fa is independent of bandwidth for a uniform spectrum (a condition closely approximated in normal communications bandwidths) , but V rms varies as the square root of bandwidth. V d and La ar e always positive, since for this type of distribution fWlction, vnns>Vave>V IOg.
Because the shape of these distribution curves is dependent only on Va and L a*, which have been normalized to Fa, it is possible to construct distribution curves o( a given form factor for various combinations of V d and L a.
Measurements of V el and Ld tend to show that L a is a lin ear function of V d • Figure 1 shows La versus Va for various bandwidths, seasons, and time ' Unless otherwise stated , the moments lIsed in t he an alysis a re assumed to be the true moments of t he distribution fUll etion. A family of these is presented as figures 2 and 3. The APD of atmospheric radio noise can be closely represented by a three-section curve on Rayleigh graph paper, i.e., two intersecting straight lines joined tangentially by a circular arc, figure 4. This particular Rayleigh graph paper has scales chosen so that a Rayleigh distribution function plots as a straight line of slope -h. These scales are labeled noise level in decibles above Vrrn s versus the percentage of time that each level is exceeded.
The lower section of the curve (low levels exceeded with high probabilities) represents the part of the noise composed of many random overlapping pulses, and plots as a straight line Rayleigh distribution [Crichlow et al., 1960aJ . The upper straight line section of slope less than -h (high levels exceeded with low probabilities) represents the part of the noise composed of large, infrequent nonoverlapping pulses. If the exponent in the expression for the Rayleigh distribution function is raised to the power -~f8, where 8 is the slope of this upper straight line, an expression of the upper portion of the APD will be obtained. For this reason, the upper portion is sometimes called a power Rayleigh.
Four parameters are used to define the distTibution as shown in figure 4 . A is the decibel dif- ference between the Vrrn s level and the Rayleigh line at 0.5 probability, and determines the amplitude of the Rayleigh section of the distribution. C and X fix the amplitude and slope of the power Rayleigh.
C is the decibel difference between the Rayleigh line and the power Rayleigh line at 0.01 probability and X is the ratio of the slope of the power Rayleigh relative to the slope of the Rayleigh, that is, X = -28.
The parameter B describes the circular arc and is defined as the decibel difference between the intersection of the two straight lines and the line tangent to the circular arc at its center. For atmospheric radio noise, an experimental correlation between B and X has been found, with B = 1.5 (X-I). These parameters have been determined as functions of V a and La.
The following assumptions are used to determine the relationship between the APD 's for a sample of atmospheric radio noise received through different bandwidths. Each of these will be discussed in detail as they arise.
1. The shape of the distribution for the probabilities of interest (10-6 and greater) will be of the above form for any bandwidth considered.
2. The rms value of the distribution will vary as the square root of 'the -power bandwidth, increasing with increasing bandwidth. 
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FIGU RE 3. Most pTobable amplitllde-pTobability distTibt.tion
Junctions JOT atmospheric radio noise.
3. As the b andwidth decreases and beco mes quite small, the APD approaches a Rayleigh distri bution .
Since with t he above assump tions the cumulativ e distribution is d e~ermi n.ed by its moments (Va a.nd L a), the mann er 1Il whIch the mom ents vary wIth bandwidth needs to be determined. Wi th Vdl and L a[ designating the mom en ts of the original APD at bandwidth bl , and V d2 and L'l2 designa tin g the moments of the desired distribution at bandwidth b2 :
1. X 2 and C2 must be determined as fun ctions of Xl, CI , and w, wh ere w= b2/bl and, ,2. V d2 and L d 2 I,nus t be determined as functions of Val' L al' and w from (1).
Transformation of the Power Rayleigh Section of the Distribution
The high-amplitude, low-probability section of the APD represents a train of nonoverlapping pulses. If the response of a receiver with b andwidth bl to one of these pulses is a pulse of amplitude a and time duration t, and then t he bandwidth is changed to b2, the r esponse will be ft pulse of amplitude wa and time duration t/w, For this section of the APD Fulton [1961] h as shown that every point (p, v) corresponding to a bandwid th bl transforms to the point (p /w, wv) for a bandwidth b2 , as long as the 
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F IG UR E 5. Transfonnation of a power Rayleigh line , I'eceiv er response m aintains the criteri on of nonoverlappin g pulses. However , if the tran sform ation (p, v) --7 (plw, wv) is m ade point by point, the r esults will no t be another straight line, but a curve. As shown by the dashed lines in figure 5 , the curvature is very slight in the probability r ange for which the power R ayleigh holds, because in the r egion in which the curvature becomes objectionable th e criterion of nonoverlapping pulses is no lon ger met. Sin ce it is des ired to portray the transformed distribution with the same forl11 factor as the original, the curve will be approximated by an appropriate tangent to the curve. The slope and point of tangency of this lin e will be determin ed as a fun ction of the bandwidth ratio w, so that a suitable approximation is obtained; and a reciprocal relationship resul ts, i.e., tr ansformin g from b1 to b2, and then from bz to bl , the original distribution is r egained.
The equation of a cumulative R ayleigh distribution is:
where v is Ih/2times t he instantaneous envelope voltage, p is the probability of v being exceeded, and v-::. is the mean square voltage.
Since t he slope of the power R ayleigh line is -~, t h e eq uation of the distribution function for the power Rayleigh will be it is seen that dy _ X ( . . -::-_IIlL) .
dx -2 lnp + lnw
is the slope of the original power R ayleigh and 8z(8z= dylclx) is the slope of the resulting power R ayleigh , I
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The point for the best tangent approximation will ch ange with each transformation w. The point of tangency must be chosen such that t he above mentioned reciprocal relationship is maintained, and such that the transi"ormed curve is well approximated by its tangent in the interval of interest. This tangent point for each transformation was determin ed to be p~O.OOOl for w>l and bl = 200 cis. The above requirements will be m et if the tangent point is chosen at p = O.OOOl for w > l, and the appropriate value for w< l to maintain t he reciprocal r elation .
In order to transform the power R ayleigh, t hen , t he point (O.Olw%, v) is translated to the point (0.01 %, wv) and through this point the desired power Rayleigh with a slope given by figure 6 is drawn (w > 1). Figure 6 shows the ratio of X 2 and XI as a function of w.
Transformation of the Remaining Section of the Distribution
Having obtained X 2 as a function of XI and w, I G2 must be determined as a function of GI , Xl , and w. This is obtained by choosing various Xl and GI for a particular w, transforming the power R ayleigh portion according to the above, and t hen determining G2 (that is , locate the Rayleigh portion of the desired distribution) such t hat the Vrms values of the original distribution and the desired distribution are r elated by the ~w. An example of the proced ure is given in figures 7 and 8. In figure 7 , t he distribution to be tra.ns[ormed is chosen (XI = 6, CI = 10 db ), and from t he known r elationship between A, C, and X ( fig . 9) , A I is seen to be 9.9 db and t he relative Vrms level is arb itrarily set at the 20 db level.
Tran sformin g by the band width factor 20 , the point (PI, VI) is transformed to the point (P2 , V2 ), where P z is 0.01 percent, P I is 20 (0.01 %) or 0.2 perce nt, VI is 36.5 db , and V z is VI + 20 log 20 or 62.5 db. X 2 is found to be 8.88 from figure 6 and the power Rayleigh section is transformed. Th e Vrms level of t he desired distribution transforms as the -V20 or 13 db, so Vrms2 will be 33 db. Using figure 9 and choosing various C2 , the correct C2 is found to be 9.6 db ( fig. 8) . Figure 10 shows C2 as a fun ction of CI and XI for a bandwidth factor of 0.5.
From previous worl. ;: [Crichlow et aI. , 1960a ] and t he above, the followin g fun ctional relat ions are now known :
These may be manipulated graphically to obtain Vd z as a function of V dl and w. The results are shown in figures 11 an d 12.
In order to detennine the shape an d amplitude of t he APD for atmospheric rad io noise at bandwidth 
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b2 from Vrm si and Val measured at bandwidth bl , then, V d2 is ob tained from V al and w from figures 11 or 12, and the shape of the APD for this V dz is found from figures 2 and 3. The amplitude of theAPD at bandwidth b2 is determin ed [rom the rrlat ion Vrmso = V rmsl + 10 log w. 
. Accuracy Considerations
As the bandwidth is increased indefinitely, the above analysis becomes inaccurate since the tangent approximation is no longer sufficient. However, since Va increases with bandwidth, and for large V a the integrals defining Va are determined almost completely by the power Rayleigh portion of the cumulative distribution; the behavior of V a for large band- l width ratios may be determined by investigating the l beh~vior of the power R~yle~gh.
I
Smce the power RaylClgh lS com posed of nonover-i lapping pulses, th e character of the repsonse of a l bandwidth -limited circuit to this train of pulses can l be determined from the response to an individual I pulse. Therefore, the average vA,lu e is independentl of bandwidth, and t he rm s value varies as the square l root of the bandwidth ratio. Va (t, he deviation in db between the average and rms values) will vary as the square root of the bandwidth ratio, or V a will increase 10 db per decade of bandwidth ratio w. The above may also be shown by actual integration of th e ! power Rayleigh and the transforrned power Rayleigh . .
The above also gives a good eheck on the accuracy of the p. revious analysis. Th e results must approach / this 10 db per decade law as w increases and also as
Val increases. Figure 12 shows that this is indeed I the case.
For a bandwidth of 200 cis, it has been found i experimentally that the distribution saturates at a \ probability of 10-6 , i .e., there will be almost no pulses I with amplitude greater than that for which the i probability of being exceeded is 10-6 • This is not ) true for other bandwidths. In general , the distribu-' tion will saturate at slightly lower probabilities for larger bandwidths and slightly higher probabilities for smaller bandwidths. By assuming the same form of the distribution for all bandwidths (saturation at p=10-6 ) , an errol' is introduced. This error is : indicated by the shaded portions of figure 13 . 1 An indication of the maximum error in Va can be obtained by evaluating the average and rms values , for a 1?ower R3:yleigh in the probability ranges [O'.~] i (that lS, assummg no saturatIOn) and [10-6 ,1]. Thls \ will determine the maximum possible error in the average value and the rms value. Since these two l errors will be in the same direction , the difference between them (in db) will be the error in Va. )
... The maximum relative error in Drms will, therefore, be about 2.07 db and the maximum possible error in V a somewhat less than 2 db. The maximum error in La will be about the same, since the error in V IOg will be even less than that in Vave· In practice, the error introduced will be much smaller than the 2 db, as it was assumed that the distribution never saturates in calculating the 2 db. Even so, an error of 2 db in Va for large V a will not noticeably change the shape of the cumulative distribution, but only the relative amplitude of' the distribution.
Since the amplitude of the distribution (vrms) is measured experimentally , we are only interested in the effect of the error on the shape of the distribution; therefore, the assumption of a uniform poin t of saturation for all bandwidths is a valid one, since the shape of the distribution for the probabilities of interest will not be changed .
In using the above, it should be remembered that the transformation depends on La being a linear function of V a. Figure 1 shows this is generally correct, however, there is some variation of La for a given Vd, and this variation increases as Va increases. That is, in any particular case, it is possible for the true Lal and the assumed true La[ (from fig. 1 ) to be significantly different, especially for large V dl • Also, V al itself is subject to error in measurement, and this error will be propagated by the transformation. The possible error in Vdz for a given V d l subject to error can be quickly determined from the transformation curves. For example, suppose Vd] was measured to be 5 db subject to a possible errol' of' ±% db (4.5 < V I I < 5.5 ) and it is desired to transform by W = 100. Val of 5 transforms to Vd Z of 22.7 , 11a ] of 4.5 goes to V d2 of 21.7 , and Val of 5.5 to V d2 of 23.7. In this case, then, the ± % db error in measurement has transformed to a possible ± 1 db error in Vd Z (21.7 < Vd Z < 23.7) . On the other hand, if we transform the above Vdl by w = O.OI, the ±?f db error is seen to transform to a possible ± 0.07 db error in V d2 • For this reason, then, each transformation should be investigated as to the effect of measurement error in Va] on V a2 and the effect of this possible error in V d2 on the shape of the resulting APD.
. Conclusions
Since measurements of the APD for atmospheric radio noise have shown the assumed form factor to hold over a wide range of bandwidths [Watt and Maxwell, 1957 ; Watt et al., 1958 ; Crichlow et al., 1960a] , the above transformation will usually o·ive good results. However, in using· the above, it shguld be remembered that an error in measurement of Vdl will generally propagate as a larger error in [Crichlow et al., 1960b] . This APD may then be transformed by the method outlined above.
. E;xperimental veri.fication of this method of predlCtlllg the changes III Vd with bandwidth has been obtain~d, but with some doubts as to accuracy since the nOlse changed character in the period covering successive ba.ndwidth measurements.
An improved method of measurement is currently under development using simultaneous magne tic tape recordlllgs of the noise through different bandwidths. Results of the new measurements will be published upon completion.
